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THE HEAVENLY MALDIVES
Forget preconceived ideas of the Maldives being reserved for
giddy-in-love newlyweds. The Maldives are also a magical
playground with lots of fun and activities. Edward Smith,
picked up two different styles of escapes to reveal the broad
range of activities the archipelago has to offer.
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KANDOLHU ISLAND - OCEAN POOL VILLA

Kandolhu

The Best Kept Secret
For people interested in extreme privacy and natural wonders,

Kandolhu is a treasure. Located in northern Maldives and accessible
only by plane, the island is a 25-minute flight from Malé. Intensely
intimate, Kandolhu is the essence of a barefoot-chic island resort with
its only 30 secluded villas scattered in and around its sandy coast.
On this tiny island (it takes less than five minutes to walk around
it), all the villas are loaded with luxury amenities and an incredible
attention to detail. Even down to the music playlist customised for
different mood and time of the day, designer furniture sofas by Rolf
Benz or bathtub in the water villas with a view of the sea beyond, simply
incredible!
The lagoon is almost tailor-made
for swimming and snorkelling is
“All the villas are loaded with luxury amenities
literally right on your doorstep. Skip
incredible attention to detail”
the hassle of boat rides and offshore
excursions, jump in from your private jetty and you can spot some
parrotfishes, reef sharks, eagle rays, occasional moray eel, you name it.
There are also number of resident turtles who live on the reef and
are easily approached by snorkelers. More serious divers can partake
in the PADI training programme (the dive school offers PADI and
SSI certified courses for beginners) and explore the Ari atoll, a spot
that most divers agree still offers the best diving in Maldives. Dorianne
and Walter, the dive instructors, even proposed fluorescent night dives,
a must-do for enthusiasts for big thrills. And for a perfect end to a
beautiful day at Kandolhu we highly recommend the sunset cruise on
board of the island private sailing yacht ‘Ari Explorer’ and last but not
least don’t miss the foie gras at Olives restaurant, one of the four à la
carte restaurants available in the resort.

KANDOLHU RESORT

and an

ARI EXPLORER THE YACHT OF KANDOLHU ISLAND
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